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The Latino Community Foundation of Colorado (LCFC) is one of only six philanthropic
foundations in the United States dedicated to exclusively supporting the Latino
community. As we and other statewide and national funders look to support the more
than one million Latinos who contribute to the civic, economic and cultural vitality of
Colorado life, we must examine the unique challenges that Latino Coloradans face. 
 
Under everyday circumstances, Latino Coloradans may experience a variety of
uncertainties or inequities as related to Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals’ status,
racial harassment, policies that impact individuals who are undocumented or long-term
systemic racism. Existing complex barriers for Latinos have been exacerbated by the
COVID-19 disease-related global pandemic. In order to properly support our community
financially, socially, and by other means, we must understand their unique challenges as
they themselves report them, and as can be demonstrated through data. This document
contains information to assist legislators, funders, nonprofit leaders and everyday
Coloradans in understanding the current landscape at the intersection of Latino,
immigrant and undocumented communities. LCFC believes in values-driven
philanthropy. Both our responsive COVID-19 Grantmaking Strategy (Section III) and this
document are therefore community led, family-centered and guided by principles of
cultural justice.
 
This document was originally released in May of 2020, and updated on July 9, 2020. In
these previous versions, LCFC included background information on Latinos in Colorado
and other general information. This background information has been omitted in this
most up-to-date version of the report. Click HERE to access this previous information.

For this document, three sections are included. Section I focuses on how COVID-19 has
impacted the Latino community statistically in Colorado and nationally. Section II focuses
on the most up-to-date "lessons learned" as reported by LCFC grantee organizations. This
section has been informed by virtual roundtables and personal conversations with
leaders from Latino-led and –serving (LLS) and immigrant and refugee-serving
organizations (IRSO). Section III provides the latest specifics on the COVID-19 response by
LCFC. 
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I. COVID-19 CRISIS: IMPACT ON LATINOS
NATIONAL STATISTICS

COVID-19 cases are significant in family detention centers and a federal judge has
ordered the release of migrant children being held in such facilities. Children who
have been held for more than 20 days in a detention center must be released with
their parents or to a guardian. [Source]

U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement's Student and Exchange Visitor
Program has announced that "non-immigrant students attending schools operating
entirely online may not take a full online course load and remain in the United
States." This impacts some Latino students' ability to fully access educational
opportunities, adding additional barriers including access barriers to internet and
WiFi connections, appropriate equipment, technology and other systems only
accessilble on college/university campuses all while managing time differences.
[Source]

Federal data shows Latinos are three
times more likely to contract COVID-19
as opposed to whites; Black residents
are more than 2.5 times more likely to
contract the virus. These ethnic and
racial inequities of COVID-19 are hard
to ignore and have long-term
implications for the Latino and Black
communities. [Source] [Please note the
article distinguishes "Latino" as a race,
not as an ethnicity.]

While Latinos make up about 22% of the state’s population, they account for
approximately 38% of its COVID-19 cases. [Source]

Cases of COVID-19 are primarily reported from urban county hospitals. Many
people in rural areas are not going to hospitals or being diagnosed; they are
managing symptoms at home. [Source]

The state of Colorado shifted from "Safer at Home" to "Protect Our Neighbors"
practices? This means that communities that meet a certain criteria have 
less stringent restrictions than under Stay-At-Home and Safer-At-Home 
mandates. Communities may permit activities at 50% of pre-pandemic 
capacity, with at least six feet between non-household members, and 
no more than 500 people in one setting at a time." [Source]

STATEWIDE STATISTICS

Did you know...

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/26/us/immigrant-children-detention-centers.html?campaign_id=60&emc=edit_na_20200626&instance_id=0&nl=breaking-news&ref=cta&regi_id=94215491&segment_id=32008&user_id=2f688ff93db072a99ea8731a09f1a70b
https://www.ice.gov/news/releases/sevp-modifies-temporary-exemptions-nonimmigrant-students-taking-online-courses-during#.XwTTdabh5Cs.email
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/07/05/us/coronavirus-latinos-african-americans-cdc-data.html?searchResultPosition=1
https://covid19.colorado.gov/data/case-data
https://covid19.colorado.gov/data/case-data
https://covid19.colorado.gov/protect-our-neighbors


Voces Unidas de las Montañas conducts regular surveys to capture feedback and stories from
Latinos. A survey was sent via text message targeting 533 Latino households from Parachute
to Aspen between June 27 and June 28, 2020. The survey found that a majority of respondents
worked in cleaning services, hotels, restaurants and construction. Almost half of respondents
returned to work with reduced hours while another 40% of respondents were still out of work
due to the crisis. 61.5% of respondents believe that local governments and elected officials are
not doing enough to protect Latinos from the virus. This data is specific to Latinos and
highlights concerns from Latinos statewide. [Source]
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II.  LESSONS LEARNED:  COVID-19 IMPACT        
     AS REPORTED BY LCFC GRANTEES 

In the June report, LCFC reported on the COVID-19 impact on grantees based on
data from March through May 2020. This updated report (as of July 9, 2020), revisits
top issues identified in June 2020's report as well as explores new themes, including
the impact of the Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement in the Latino community.  

Information was gathered through qualitative data collection methods, including
roundtable sessions with Colorado LLS/IRSO leaders, and polls throughout virtual
gatherings. Participating grantees represent the following geographic areas of
Colorado: Denver-Boulder Metro area (67%), Front Range (19%), Western Slope (8%)
and the Eastern Plains, San Luis Valley, and Southeastern Colorado (>7%). 

Economic Assistance

Health and Safety Measures, including Mental Health

Crisis Management

The need for economic assistance has not slowed. Many COVID-19 rapid
response donations and funding streams initially available in March are drying
up and community members are still very much in need. Community members
say they are, "in it for the long run," and are concerned with funding returning to
the status quo. Philanthropic funding tends to shift to responsive and reactive
grantmaking rather than long-term preventative strategy, creating long-term
challenges for grantees.

With state regulations becoming more relaxed, health and safety practices in the
workplace are growing in importance. LCFC grantees are exploring how to
continue online service provision while also exploring the necessity to reopen
their physical doors. LLS and IRSO leaders report feeling they have a lot weighing
on them while continuing to manage crises as they evolve over time. 

While parts of a crisis may end, the consequences of crises have long-term
impact on service providers, service receivers and the communities in which
these two are located. This continues to place burden on organizational leaders
who have to navigate staying afloat amidst compounding challenges. 

FOLLOW-UP ON JUNE 2020 KEY ISSUE AREAS

Grantee Highlight: Voces Unidas de las Montañas

https://www.vocesunidas.org/post/new-survey-results-from-june-27-28-resultados-de-la-nueva-encuesta-del-27-al-28-de-junio?fbclid=IwAR1SK9HYfWk8UeYZebjVqMuUvOQkmHvdgtgBKbIABQTswTRwvCE3xwOeYzE
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5e5ea8fdf6d3d12c17420be4/t/5ee3bd2d62d7b455e6599ecb/1591983407075/COVID_ImpactReport_LCFC_June2020_English+%281%29.pdf


The last two months have sparked world-wide demonstrations built upon decades of
grassroots organizations advocating for racial justice and civil rights. This has
prompted conversations not only about racism and racial inequality being classified as
a public health issue but also the intersection of the Black Lives Matter (BLM)
movement and the Latino community. 
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II.  LESSONS LEARNED, CONTINUED

Defining Terms. 55% of LLS/IRSO leaders identified feeling "comfortable"
using terms such as BIPOC, prejudice, discrimination, racism, anti-Blackness,
colorism and white fragility in their organizations. Defining social and racial
justice was a large conversation topic as well. The general consensus is that
terminology is evolving and we need to be conscious while also being
understanding.
Code Switching is a strategy used in an attempt to fit into "mainstream" culture
and can include intentional behavioral changes in order to be seen as more
"acceptable." Many leaders of color report they can't express themselves,
especially in a time of crisis, because they are viewed as being "too impassioned"
or "too emotional" while also feeling pressure from being the only person of color
in a room when discussing race- and ethnicity-related matters. Code switching was
present in 86% of conversations about the BLM movement and racial inequities.

Emotional Impact on Leaders. LLS/IRSO leaders are being called upon to manage
the impact of the BLM movement in addition to COVID-19 related matters. 30% of
those surveyed said they are not handling the twin pandemics well and require
more support.

KEY POINTS COVERED

Organizational Next Steps. 65% of grantees reported that the BLM movement
and demonstrations have impacted their organizations. LLS/IRSO leaders appear to
fall across a spectrum from still learning how to integrate implications of the BLM
movement to already completing anti-racist work. 

Race vs. Ethnicity and Latinos. There continues to be different
understandings within the Latino community about whether Latino 
is a "race" or an "ethnicity." This discourse has implications for how 
LLS/IRSO leaders position themselves and/or their organizations in 
alignment with the BLM movement.

THE BLACK LIVES MATTER MOVEMENT AND LATINO-LED/-SERVING ORGANIZATIONS

In an effort to get a sense of what lies at this intersection, LCFC hosted several virtual
events between June and July of 2020, including an expert-led presentation, small
group and one-on-one discussions in English and Spanish languages. These
conversations set out to center Latino perspectives from both personal and
professional lenses.



COVID-19 is a crisis that no nonprofit, funder, or individual was prepared for.  Rapid
changes have occurred and the effects of COVID will be lasting. However, the racial
inequities of this country have existed since its founding and should be equally
addressed by philanthropic institutions. This resurgence of the BLM Movement has
clear momentum and will create longterm change. Through these conversations with
community, the LCFC has a snapshot of what is occurring within LLS and IRS nonprofit
institutions and within leadership. 
 
Resources are listed on the LCFC website and linked to here. This is a living document
in need of additional information.  

Our Grantees have needs regarding these issue areas. Can you provide them? 
Do you have further insights? Email us at ResourceList@LatinoCFC.org
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II.  LESSONS LEARNED, CONTINUED

LCFC grantees surveyed are very much trying to figure out what to do as community
members, organizational leaders, and individuals that defend against the mistreatment
of others. Organizations can make statements, people can protest, but many of those
surveyed were looking to actively do more in this time of virtual meetings and physical
disconnection. Leaders reported that these transparent conversations are vital to
normalizing discussing racial inequities and systemic problems, but also for making
space for personal emotions. Through these conversations LCFC was able to come up
with some action items for organizational leaders as well as community members
during this time:

Highlight and support organizations that are doing the racial justice work

Address your own biases
Work towards unity

Work to be actively anti-racist

Seek understanding and fight for change

WHAT CAN BE DONE?

CONCLUSION

https://www.latinocfc.org/ayudacoloradoresources


III.  LCFC RESPONSE
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LCFC’s strategy, Ayuda Colorado, announced in March 2020, has been designed specifically
to support Latino led and serving (LLS) nonprofit organizations and immigrant and refugee
serving organizations (IRSO) through direct grants, capacity building services and resource
assistance. LLS and IRSO are already among the most nimble, flexible and resourceful in
serving our marginalized community and have expressed a need for multi-faceted support
that extends beyond financial support—the typical purview of foundations. 
 
Grantmaking:
The Ayuda (Help) Colorado Fund launched with a goal of raising $1.5 million. Through these
funds, LCFC will provide grants for general operating support, technology and more to
LLS/IRSO throughout 2020.

Round 3 of Ayuda Colorado Funding is open now through July 24th. For more information
on the application process, eligibility requirements, reporting, and more, visit
Latinocfc.org/AyudaColoradoGrantmaking

In Rounds 1 and 2, completed in April of 2020, LCFC distributed $400,000 to more than 50
organizations to assist with technology pivots required for remote work and services and
general operating support. Future rounds will be announced in summer of 2020. For more
information please contact Grants@LatinoCFC.org.
 
Capacity Building: 
Launched in April 2020, LCFC has begun hosting skill-building webinars, discussion
roundtables, and other digital events. These are open to leaders at LLS and IRS. If you
would like to learn more or request to join these sessions, please email
CapacityBuilding@LatinoCFC.org. 
 
Resources: 
LCFC is filtering and vetting resources and funneling them to present and past grantees.
Resources are also hosted on the website here. For more information, please contact
ResourceList@LatinoCFC.org.
 
If you would like to donate directly to the Ayuda Colorado Fund, please click here. 100% of
individual donations will go to grantee organizations.
 
Ayuda Colorado Funders as of July 9, 2020 include: 
Colorado Health Foundation, Jay and Rose Phillips Family Foundation of Colorado, Caring
for Colorado, Gates Family Foundation, Rose Community Foundation, Energy Outreach
Colorado, Xcel Energy, Alpine Bank, The Bright Mountain Foundation Molson Coors and
individual donors. Latino Leadership Institute is a fundraising partner of LCFC for Ayuda CO.

http://latinocfc.org/ayudacolorado
http://latinocfc.org/AyudaColoradoGrantmaking
https://www.latinocfc.org/ayudacoloradoresources
https://latinocfc.fcsuite.com/erp/donate/


LINKS AND CONTACT INFORMATION
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LCFC AYUDA COLORADO WEBPAGE

LCFC FACEBOOK PAGE

Please email us at ImpactReport@LatinoCFC.org to let us know what you think of this
document, provide ideas for future iterations, suggest corrections, or learn more about
what we do.

https://latinocfc.fcsuite.com/erp/donate/create?funit_id=1066
http://latinocfc.org/ayudacolorado
https://www.facebook.com/latinocfc

